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About This Game

Enter a vast chasm between space and time brimming with colossal creatures and runic technologies.

Once a decade, the greatest huntsmen in the universe gather to compete in a legendary tournament known as the Blacksea
Odyssey. Steeped in blood, ancient treasures, and a madness that wills them to delve deeper into the black abyss, these huntsman
compete for a chance to claim the ultimate glory of facing a creature of such insatiable ferocity and magnanimous size that its
wingspan has been said to stretch across galaxies while it’s breath consumes black holes. A creature rumored to exist only in

legend, the Titan of the Stars!

Features

Rip Apart Enemies Piece by Piece: Eviscerate enemy creatures by ripping them apart with your harpoon.

Fully Destructible Everything: Blast through fully destructible environments with your spear or harpoon.
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Twitch based Action-Packed Combat: Reminiscent of classic top-down shooters mixed with modern RPG and rogue-
like mechanics.

Hardcore Rogue-like Elements: Featuring permadeath, procedural levels, and incredible replayability.

Massive Bosses: Battle against colossally scaled bosses dwarfing several screen sizes.

Expansive Customization System: Forge millions of runic modifications for your spear and space-board.
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Title: Blacksea Odyssey
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Blacksea Odyssey
Publisher:
Spiral Summit Games
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2016
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I really wanted to like this title. As an aging, former goalie, I feel I'm squarely within one of the target demographics for Goalie
Challenge.

To start with, it's fun to be "back on the ice". For the most part, it's a good workout. However, where the sim falls apart for me
was the abject lack of feedback when I made a save. What I mean by that is I flash some leather, throw a leg out, and the puck
disappears from sight. No haptic feedback, no sound of the puck hitting pad, can't see it bounce off...frequently, the only way I
know whether I made the save or not is not hearing the goal horn go off.

Now, granted, I'm not using a Vive with the augmented leg trackers...that might make a big difference, and I'm using a Samsung
Odyssey WMR system, so maybe that's an issue, too. But...not being able to see/feel/hear when I make a save is a HUGE
negative in how useful and realistic the sim feels, and how fun it is.

Oh, and good luck making a glove save...even one that's not "a beauty". I wave at pucks to my glove side, over and over again,
convinced that the biscuit is gonna land in my webbing, and again and again, it sails right by...or, at best, deflects off the glove.

Again, this might be 'cuz I'm using a WMR HMD...although I have no similar issues with any other Vive or Rift games.

I'm disappointed, 'cuz like I said, I really REALLY wanted to like this demo. I'd take a flyer (not team from Philly, BTW) and
pick up the released game, hoping it might be better, but at $29.99, that's too high a price to pay for something that has at least a
50% chance of not working.. Great fun. It is tactically enjoyable and complex, although at first seeming like a rather simple
game.

Now, please make a coop version with different ship types etc. :). Similar to Arma 3 Apex with graphic from 1998. Two thumbs
up.

. Well it is buggy, but in the developers defense they are actively working on fixing the issues. The game seems interesting
enough (thus far), but in its current state I wouldn't recommend buying it unless it's seriously discounted. Game breaking bugs
are becoming less frequent, but they still render the game virtually unplayable(it still crashes every ten minutes or so). I will
keep trying as new updates become available, and will consider changing this to a positive review when the game actually works
long enough for me to give it a proper chance (I say consider because I can't tell whether it's any fun or not, not because I'm a
stubborn\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.

P.S. At the time of this review, I only have an hour or two total invested into the game. I have windows 8.1, and games don't
always close properly, hence why it shows so many hours invested.. Its get boring really fast the download is my fav part for
some reason. good game if you like good games. lief simulator pretty accurate
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and jokes on you devs i jacked off to dad. If you love games like Pandemic or Arkham Horror, you'll definitely enjoy Heretic
Operative. All of the fun, none of the setup! Easy to keep going for "one more round".. I love the added features in Zuma's
revenge like the Boss battles and the different styles where you are not just stuck in the middle rotating.
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Thanks for deleting my progress after hours of setup. I love wasting my time.. Even for free, it's not really worth it. It is pretty
tedious to play. Instead of ONE city, you really have to make multple cities beside each other. The reason is simple, limited
range of all buildings. Want to build a mine a bit of a distance away? have to build a warehouse first, have to build houses too,
then have to make temple, have to make taylor, food, etc etc, it snowballs everytime. Make too many houses in one area,
automatically have unemployed that can never get jobs. The tropico series is a much better city building game.. You can hit
monsters with a gold club
Best game in ever made 1000/10 give it an oscar
. This hidden object game is one that follows a story, but does not have many traditional adventure elements (some HOGs are
more hybrids or adventure-lites, this isn't one like that outside of following a story). There were not many mini-games. The
scenes are interesting along with the story. Decent music. Funky scene transitions remind me of a 70's low budget horror movie.

This is listed as "part 1" and so the story does not resolve at the end. It is also a tad shorter than some other HOGs and does not
include a bonus chapter or an Unlimited Mode.

Each hidden object scene contains ten secret items (hover your cursor over the start to see what they are). You do not revisit
scenes generally so if you want to find the secret items, you should find them right away.

Overall I liked the game but did find it difficult finding some items--they can be small, and some objects you are supposed to
open or move to expose other items do not give a visual clue such as a cursor change.. It has some pretty bad mouse acceleration
and some poor voice acting but the rest of the game's a TON of fun, if you were hyped for NMS but actually have good taste in
games pick Morphite up.. Hard but at least this one is quite a little bit better on the disguises and the changing of clothes.. So
boring ! not only its a micropayment game but its a rock paper scisor with micro payment lol. Sacred Earth - Promise is a fun
RPG. The thing that appealed to me the most was the combat system. Its a little like a fighting game combat system in a RPG.
Spend a lot of time building meter to do big attacks that form a combo. Has a nice story and lots of party banter.

If you try the demo and enjoy it you'll probably like the whole game.
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